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EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
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by Guo Yaobin, Wang Xuejian and Zhang Binjiang
(Harbin Aerodynamics Research Institute)
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Ab: st r act

"- Based on testing results of aerodynamic forces and
pressures from a wind tunnel, the longitudinal aerodynamics
characteristics of a forward swept wing are discussed in
this paper. The results are also compared with the data of
ar, associated aft swept wing. Measures of improving the
inboard flowfield of a forward swept wing are also
investigated, and the results are discussed. Under a low
speed situation, an appropriate sweptback of the root
section can improve the flow characteristics at that place
for a forward swept wing, consequently obtaining higher
aero.-dynamic performances. In addition, if canards are also
installed which can further improved the inboard flowfield
ad ,obtains a higher lilt-drag ratio. F,-,- instance, when
Cy=:.S, the lift-drag ratio of the swept forward wing
wwich has canards and an appiopriate sweptback at its root I
*section (fairing) is 24% higher than that of the strake aft
swept. wing vith canard configuration (both configurations
have the same lifting area) '. ' , ".,t . -

In a transonic regime, the forward swept wing
possesses less zero-lift drag and lift induced drag than
the aft swept wing. When Ma=l.1, &= 60, the lift induced
drag ,f the forward swept wing is 12.S% less than that. cif
aft swept wing. The measures of improving the inboard
flowfield in a low speed situation can still be applied at,
t.ýiis regimi'ie. The forward swept wing with an appropriate
aft. swept inboard (fairing) accompanied by canards can also
provide riD-re improvement to the high speed characteristics.

- - - -*- -S- 
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I. Preface

As early as the mid 40's, an airplane with 150 forward swept

wings had been made (JU-287). However, the aeroelastic divergence

problem stopped its further development. Until the mid 70's,

technology breakthrough in the areas of both composite material and

auto-control systems provided the means of solving the aeroelastic

divergence problem, thus the forward swept wing concept could be

widely applied. Therefore, its aerodynamic characteristics

necessitates for further studies.

In order to understand the basic aerodynamic characteristics of

a forward swept wing, low speed experiments for both forward and

aft swept flat plate wings were conducted; flow visualizations were

also taken. We observed that the flow separation occurs frequently

,:,n the forward swept wing [2] The'-efore, in' the follepwing

studies, forward and aft swept wings which both have the same

absolute swept angles at their 1/4 cord line are used, anrd the

s-t.udy focuses on the perforrlrirc upgrade for a forward swe,"..

c:,r, figurationr by impi -.'ri, i•s- ir, b.,,.rd flowfield.

In order to exanmine an interl:erence occurring

Letween a canard and the main wing in 1h., J.... confutation, aR

dual-balance synchronized measuring technique is adopted f,-,r b,.oth

low arid high flow speed eperirien ts.



All coefficients in this paper are presented by taking the

basic wing area as a reference.

II. Model and Experiment Equipment

1. Model

A model sketch is shown in Fig. 1. Wing parameters are: A=

:3.2, 11; S.09, X• 400 for aft swept wing and XV -22046" for forward

swept wing; 32011' for both wing configurations. Leading edge

flaps and stakes are installed on the wings; a fairing can also be

added at the root section of the forward swept wing.

The fuselage of the model has two sections, and they are

connected by a strain balance. The front section can have canards

installed. This arrangement can allow us to measure aerodynamic

forces between the front section of the fuselage and the canards

while a main balance measures aerodynamic forces for the entire

rmo1 O de I

The high speed model is similar to the low speed one; the

parameters of model attachments are given in Table 1. The

coss-section at the location of pressure measurement is also shown

ill Fig. I.

The airfoil ,used in experiments is NACA65 -0045. The
A

1-:,ngitudinal cross-sectio-n of the strake is wedge-shaped.

T I NI



411.

2 *ot

F'ig. "T Skt h of Xo e

it':ey: (1) Strain balance; (2) Low speed model; (:3
Cross-section of pressure measurement location; (4)
Strake; (5) Fairing; (6i) High speed model.

I~ Georietric paratrfiet~ers of ~i-itdel attachmnents

~ 2 ~ M400 0. 1.0 3. 0,032

4 () tR -4*' -331' sri' m. J 3.3 0.033

t 4 * .. - -344, _43-10' -$lot%' 3.0'1 3.,clt

(G)cWg* -3~' .6,1' 43 3.2 0.023

Ie: .) Mode ; (2)3 aft swept wing; (3) f','rwar,:i swe~t
wing; (4) Swept angle of large leading edge; (5)
.--wept, angle '-f smiall leading edge; (6) Swept angle :-f
l ar ge training edge; (7) Swept angle Of small
training edge.



2. Experim'ent EquipmentI

Low speed experiments are conducted in an open type, circular •

flow wind tunnel whose test section is 1.5m in diameter, wind speed3

:30 m/s, experiment Reynold's number Re a 0.51 x .. and whose the

characteristic length is based on the average aerodynamic chord.

The test section dimension of the transonic wind tunnel is

C),52x0.64 m. On the four sides of the tunnel wall, there are

plates with throttle controlled oblique holes and single point

supported semi-flexible nozzles. Experiment Mach number, Ma :Ls it,

the range of (3.4 and 1.5, the Reynold's number, Re :0.9' ~
6

I.74x10 whose characteristic length is based on the average

aerodynamic chord.

For the low speed experiment, the aerodynam~ic forces ,of the '.

entire model are measured by using a platform type mechanical

balance while the loading on the canards is measured by a strain

balance. For the high speed experiment, two strain balances are

used to measure the aerodynamic forces of the entire model and the

canar-ds, respectively. An ad•ditional, snmall loading strain balance

is also used to check: the aerodynamic nmeasurenments for- the en~tire

rnodel in the case of a small angle of att•ck, (:o 40)

Pressure measurements are co:nd•ucted by using sensors and scan

valves. Measurements can be recorded and processed autom'atically

thr-ough the wind tunnel cherckirg system.

S



III. Low Speed Aerodynamic. Characteristics of a Forward Swept
Wing

1. Aerodynamic characteristics of a forward swept wing

Since the spanwise flow dir ctton and the leading edge voitex

flow direction of a forward swept wing are opposite to those of an

aft swept wing, flow separation occurs at the inboard section near

the leading edge of a forward wing first 123. Consequently, this

phenomenon affects the aerodynamics loading distribution on the

wing surface. Fig. 2 shows typical pressure distribution at

inboard and outboard sections of a forward swept wing. At a low

angle of attack (cs 40), a relatively large suction peak occurs at

the inboard section near the leading edge; the pressure gradient is

also large behind the peak. Furthermore, the flow travelling

distance in this reversed pressure area is rather long, and

consequently, flow separation occurs quite easily. This exp].a..ris

why flow separation appears first at tne inboard secx.icn for a

fo;rward swept wing. When 8? , the suction peak near the leading

edge disappears. As the angle of attack increases , the sucticn at

the front is gradually reduced while it. is increased at the rear,

and levels off the ch'irdwise pressure distribution. This indicates

that the inboard flow of a forward swept wing basically is a

separated flow at a high angle o.f attack; however, the low pressure

region near t.he leading edge at. yhe -utbard can hrold up to a

VIigher angle o:,f attack. This is because leading edge vortices are

generated fro-,rm the wing tip fcr a forward swept. wing, and their

'p ' ~ \



dimensions are small and thus do not affect the leading edge main

stream at a middle angle of attack; consequently, a relativaly

large leading edge low pressure zone and peak are maintained. As

the angle of attack increases, the swept angle of the vortex axis

increases. Consequently, the afterward vortices induce a low

pressure region on the wing surface. The leading edge swept angle

of this particular forward swept wing is not large enough, the

created leading edge vortices are not strong enough, and breakup

occurs early. This results not only in reducing the vortex lift,

but also in decreasing the suction peak near the leading edge arnd

aggravates the flow separation near the leading edge at the irbcarpd

section.

flI (1),gu 
C,

-0.5 -I*,S

4.0 'P (2)/

cross-sections of a forward swept wing.

k:ey: (1) Cross-section II; (2) Cross-section IV.

Effects of the flow feat.ures stated above ,:r, aercodyramic fo-rces

are shown in, Fig. 3. When the angle of attack is small, the

lift-d,'rag ratio:, of a forward:i swept wing is a b:it larger than that.

of an aft. swept wing. On the contrary, as the angle of attaclI.::

7



increases, the flow separation region at the inboard expands; thus

the lift-drag ratio of a forward swept wing is smaller than that of

an aft !wept wing. Therefore, it is essential to find a means to

slow down the flow separation which occurs at the inboard section

of a forward swept wing.

-ms'I.

C.1 0.1 Si E.4 05 C•.

Fig. 3 Lift-drag characteristics for a wing-fuselage
assembled body.
Key: (I) Forward swept wing; (2:) Aft swept wing.

:2. Improvement of inboard flow for a forward swept wing and
Performance increasing

From the discussion above, we realize that. the flowfield at. the I
inboard sect.ic-n of a forward swept wing can be improved I.by

inc reasing the kinematic energy inside the flow boundary l.ayer- or

pushing the leading edge vortices forward.

a. Inboard strake: Installing strakes at the inboard sectdi,-n

I, for a forward swept wing to control its flowfield can noticeably

itprove the lift-drag characteristics (for a high angle of

*.t.tack) . Under a mid or high angle of attack, the strengtK of

s t..'ake vortices is large, and the nonlinear lifting vortices can

u,,ove the lift-orag ratio dramatically. However, the angle

I- %ween the axis of strake vortex and the f'low direction of the

C.



leading edge vortex is quite large, and thus both flows block each

other which limits t.he ,development of the vortices. Therefore,

although strake vortices can improve the inboard flowfield, their

efficacies can not be fully utilized.

bi. Leading edge flap: The leading edge vortices of a forward

swept wing are developed from its wing tips. The development of

these leading edge vortices can be deferred by lowering the leading

1@40flAtii At, thip outer- wim tsoA.t..im, thus. reduc ing their effe~cts zin

the imboard 'f'low, and cinsequently, irri'poving t'he inboard

flowfie.,d. As shown in Fig. 4, a leading edge flap can increase

the lift-drag ratio at. a high angle of attack situation. However,

under a higher angle of attack, separated vortices could possibly

develope from its leading edge or even from its hinge line.

Therefcore, what shape is the best for a leading edge flap requ:i. res

further studies.

0 ) ...........

0- .2

Vilr..s '~ me ns ci

F i.g. 41 Var-i,::,u•. rmeianis ,-f i npr,' rcvi .rg IIl. f I-,:'it' ;' , .:.o. i

key: (I.) Forward swept wing; (.2') F-irward, swep,. wi.n ,g W Flus kI
l.eading edge fl•ai; () F-rward swept, wing plus 1edaj.ring
edge strakes; (4) Fo','ward sweell:,t• - i. ri pw].ln g V ai. ri rig.



c. Inboard fairing: Ac-ing a swept backward fairi 1 g at the

inLoard section for a forward swept wing is to duplicate the

inboard flow characteristics of an aft swept wing, thus improving

the performance of a forward swept wing.

Figure 5 presents the pressure distributions at three inboard

cross-sections of a forward swept w.ng after an inboard fairing is

installed. The figure shows that the leading edge low pressure

zone as well as the peak are recovered aftar an inboard fairing is

added, especially at the two most inboard cross-sections. This can

undoubtedly improve the lift-drag characteristic. Its lift-drag

characteristic is shown in Fig. 4. Although its improvement at a

high angle of attack is little less than a strake, the improvement

is better under a mid angle of attack situation,

I I
II,
I,%"I'-

Fig. , Pressure distribution of a fairing. (aL= 80')
Key: (1) Original forward swept wing; (2) F'ira.irig.

10
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3. Aerodynamic characteristics of a canard configuration

The interference between the downwash flow and the vortex of a
canard• can defer the inboard flow separation for a forward swept

wing or a forward swept wing with a fairing. The pressure

distribution on the wing surface will also be changed. Fig. 6

shows that the canard decreases the lift at. two inboard

cross-sections; however, the leading edge low pressure zone and its

peak are recovered. These changes not. only make up for the partial

lift loss, but also reduce the drag. Moreover, the lift. at. the

outer wing section is noticeably increased. On the contrary,

effects of a canard on an aft swept wing not only lose a larger

lift, but also decrease the leading edge suction peak. Its lift.

improvement on outer wing section is also marginal. Consequently,

this configuration of an, aft swept wing could not only los? ilif

considerably, but also increase drag.

1) 4 X(2)SOM

'tC

r- -- ,'

(t) •[ Aft. swept wing" ([2) U-airirng; C'`0 Withou t.
canard; (4) With canard.

I. i
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0.5 OA 01 .2 0.1 0,4 0.6 0.6*

Fig. 7 Lift-drag charact-er istic~s and moment charac.-
tcrist~ics o:f a cariard conf igurat~ion.

(e:.I) F-airing p'lus canard; (2) Aft. swept wing plus
carnarld; A: f t. swept wing wit~h striake pius carard

Fi~gure 7 shows t~he poilar iz~ing curves of canard ccirif i gurat, iors

1'c)r t~hree idifferent. t~ypes o~f wing. The canariJ ccnf iguraticir finr a

fairing is noticeably bet~ter than that for an aft swept. wing in t-he

enti.re rarige of angle of att~ack. This rioit :r'n y. reflecct-s t-he

difference of t~wo t-ypes oif wing-fuselage c':'mbiniatiron , but as

shonws t~hat. the int-erference of a canard is favorable for iaý

fair ing. Ccimpar ing with an~ aft swept. wing wit~h strak~es (bot~i.-

.2



lifting surface areas are equal), the lift-drag characteristic of a

forward swept wing with a fairing is the best whenri'.' 170 (Cy

I .O'.). Under the same lift coefficient, the corparis,:,ns o:,f drag

reduction and lift-drag improvement are listed in Table 2.

In consequence of the improvement of the inboard flowfield for

a forward swept wing with a fairing, the linearity of the pitching

moment curve of a canard configuration is even better; however, its

f ocus moves forward.

Table 2 Compar'ison of aerodynamic characteristics of a
canard configuration for .an aft swept wing with 4trake

and a forward swept wing with a fairing.

Cy 4.3 4.4 0.6 0.6 J 4.t 0,. 0.1 1.0

I1I) * 1 :1 10 51* *16*.6 ,2. 1.60

ITO n0o 3* 13* 10* 15* too 40

Key-: (1) Drag reduction,; (2) Lift-drag ratio improverit'ernt

IV. High -Speed Aer,-,dynamic Characteristics of a Forward _wept
Wind

1. Aero:,dynamic characteristics of a forward swept wing

"rhe varying trends of aero:dynamic forces versus Ma for both

• forward. swept and aft swept wings are similar.

a. Lift characteristics: In the subsonic range, Cy increases

with Ma as shown in Fig. 8. Under the testing Marh nurcitber arld

forward swept. angle rzange, a.ll Cy values of the forward swept. wing

are less than that. of the aft. swept. wing; however , the var:i..t, icn



amplitude of Cy versus Ma for the forward swept wirig is srima1ier.

J. ~g . High. sp~eed ch arac ter is t.i. cs 1I a -fe:,,rward
swept. wi~ng.

b. Drag charac teristics (Fig. 9) :The varying trend of the

:reroii lif t drag coeff icient, (>1:0 versus Ila is basirally sim~il .ar toi

that. of an af t. swept w ing ( F ig. 8) Fromr the piressure dist~ributi':::'ri

showni in Fig. IQ, idespite the fact. that the increment is srma I , a

sudden increase of pressure at. the dashl1Ine :in the forward swept.

* wing surface indicates the exi~stence of a shock6-, wave which results

* in t-hH sudden inc rease of C: . When Ma I :. I, (::i:reaches its

ri~ia:xirriuri and': a b1':'w sh:c k is ideve 1 i:ped zat. t~his fricimerit.

14
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the airfoil is located at :":S% of the chord, such a pressure

distribution characteristic makes Cx 0 of a forward swept wing

smaller than an aft swept wing. In supersonic regime, a bow sho-ck

appears in front of the leading edge, and also because the strength

of the bow shock is related to the leading edge swept angle,

therefore, Cx 0 of this testirng forward swept wing is larger than

that of the aft swept wing.

Tha airfoil model used in this experi ment is symmetri cal , when

the angle of attack 06 00, Cy C0 thus Cx : C.x:O. When O6 i 00, the

wing generat.es lift. as well as induced drag Cxi (including

lift-induced wave drag at high speed). The induced drag

(;genreralized induced drag) car be written as:

C, I -C. -C., "inC

where vaiues of Cx: and C:,: are obtained from exper iments. The drag0
increment AC:x: thus can be calculated.

"ra ble .• Induced-drag c,-eff icierts whi:1 ch are induced by
un i. t. lift. coeff i c ients of forward, aift swept wings

(. i inc r eases f rom 0 t.1-- 6 )

1 O ,•.041& ,.. 0.4 0.10,
(O )Pw'* 0.049 ..A? 0.104

vall 0.049 j0.44 0.111

( A) 3* 0.064 050 0.126

Sax 3~ 0.046 0.4 0.10?

1.3I -] '-,

(ey (1) 0.0T4 0f.43 ( 0.11l

t::ey : 1:i rypee if w inrg; ( 2 I':r w Ard swept~ wi~nig; A ) (f t.
swept wing.



Table 3 shows that when Ma = 0.9, the drag coefficient

increments which -Are induced by the unit lift coefficients of the

forward swept arid the aft swept wings are equivalent. However,

when Ma = 1.1 and 1.2, the drag coefficient induced by the unit

lift coefficient of the forward swept wing is larger than that by

the aft swept wing. It is reduced by 12.S% at Ma = 1.1.

Figure 10 indicates that the low pressure zone near the leading

edge of the aft. swept wing suffers damage, thus suction near the

leading edge at the middle of the span is Firial ler than that. ,of the

trailing section. This also indicates that. strer'vth ,:f the shoclk:

at this location is larger. For the case of a for'ward swepi, wing,

shock waves also appear at the same location, however, they are

dispersea', and the suction near the leading d•ge is still larger

than that.at the trailing section. Consequently, the tranc-•,:aric

induced ,drag of a forward swept wing is smaller,.

The ma: iruriui Iitt..irag rati.,-, Knmax:. is sh,=wn in Fig.

i. A4improvemnent of high speed aerodynarri-i r characteri stic for
a forward swept. wing

a. Effects of leading and trailing edge swept angles

() Leading edge swept angle: Under unchangirng c:,ndi. ti,::,ns of

the trailing edge swept. angle, the aspect ratio ak well a' the

t'.':,,tAl wing area, Cy',decreases when t~he aeding edg, anigLe

in. rreases ; C:. 0 can a It,::, dec r s espec ia lly I-,ey:rd the t.".r, ,:',i

17
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regime. For instance, when Ma 1, Cxeof X, -390441 is 0.002

smaller than that of X= -ESi.5'; when Ma = 1.2, it is O.0(Z)6

smal ler.

The maximum lift-drag ratio, Kmax, decreases as the leading

, •edge swept angle increases in subsonic; however, the variation is

small in supersonic.

(2) Trailing edge swept angle: Under unchanging conditions of

the leading edge swept angle, the aspect ratio as well as the total

wing area, Cy decreases when the trailing edge angle increases; C:,:0

also decreases as shown in Fig. 11.

Unde• unchanging conditionv of the aspect ratio as well as the

total wing area, increasing the trailing edge forward swept, a,.ingle

results In the increasing of the root-tip ratio, the wing area

Uoc ked by the fu~selage increases, the wirng area irmrmersed in

* •i-ii i,' , ecreetses., thus reducing its fric t. on.i, drag. Beyorcl t•.he,

t;.ris:onri Ic , iric reaiz.i ng the trailing edge forward swept angle resul.ts

in in c reasI nrig the swept ang,,, e tHe max iJ.mur', +, i ckness 1 irn. t thAS

* he s w ept. anrig J e citt -zh r1c:: w a ves o n theiFz w i. rigp s u rf A c ±, cl C, Nae teu

shiock strength 'decreases, C irseqLcuently, relducirig the wave drg.g

Althl"ough the drag cit a large trailitng edge tnorwar-J swept angl.e

is srimaller, Cy is small and therefore, the litt-drag ratio i.s

•r,'•a i..'1.



C.,,

oa

6|

4,04

Fig. 1t Effec ts of trail irng edge fo::rwarid swept. angl~e
crn the perforrriance of forward swept. wing.

b . f fec t. of inbLoarld st-rake (Fig. 1.2)

4o t.I C y anid Cx': of atf':rward swept. wing wi th- strakkes akelarger

t~hAri t~hat. rf a forward swept wing wit-hout a st-rak~e. However ,the

r~a' rfiurilAV lift-drIAg ratio in t~ranisoniIc is stria ller ( in the ranrge o::f a

smiallI angle of attac.k) ;t~his is consistent. with resUlt-s o-f the 1"oW

s p e P d t. a e. On ly when Ma ' 0.9, Kma: of the fo'rmier- is then larger

than t.h in I

K:19



0.011

0.I 10. IF 0 I
0h

Fig. 12 Effects of strakes anid f~irlrngs
Key : (I)~ F:ý'rward s~wept. w ing ; (12) Fcorwarid swept winig
plus stLrake5 ; (t)Wing wi th~ fair i-riga.

[,:ey: ( 1:) Forward swept. win~g; (2) Fairting wing.
:20



c. Effect of inboard fairings

Figure 12 shows that effects of fairings are remarkable. From

the pressure distribution on the fairing wing surface (Fig. 13),

the fairing add additional loading at front parts of the first two

inboard cross-sections (SM 00), its resultant force location

corresponds to that of a forward swept wing, and therefore, effect

on the drag is small. However, the low pressure zone (as well as

its amplitude) near the leading edge at outer cross-sec.tions shows

larger increments, consequently, reducing Cx,0 of the fairing wing.

Whenm- 409 besides of the additional loading oecause of the

fairing, it also increases the loading at the original leading

edge, thus increasing Cy.

3. Aerodynamic characteristics Ai a canard configurationr

Figure 14 F:resents the characteristics of c anard conf.t.gurai'at.i oris

for t.hree di'ffaerent main wings, of which the values of both Cy and

Kmax incluude the contributions from canards. Compared with Fig. 8i

the canard configuratio-'n makes Cy increase for both a forward and

f.it swept wing. Itt increases 0.009 - 0i.i1 for the forwar'd

,.:I. w .',. wh",ile increasing around (CV)S for the aft swept wing.

In addition, the mia.:.imum inrcrement occurs when Ma > 1 for the

forward swept wing with a canard configuration, which indicates

that a forward swept wing with canard c onfiguration c an gainr, the

most benefi ±t in the transonic regime. Pop' a Ta:iir•g wing with

21
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£i

canard configuration whose Cy is 0.001 - 0.002 higher than a

forward swept wing with canard configuration, and 0.006 - 0.12

higher than a fairing wing without a canard

0,6 0 II lO ,| .

Mc

F-ig A. Aerdyrilayn ic characteri•stic of canard cnri. I g -at in
Key: (1) Fc-'rward swept wing; (2) sft swept. wing; (3.) l . riring
wing.

F-iigure 1V shows the effect. of at canard on the pressure

disitr ibution of the main wing. When a canard exists, the prea ssure

variation at the root. section of a forward swept. wing is 'al1, ard

the suction peak near the leading edge at. outer wing secti on

increases. For an aft swept wing, the suction peak near the

leading edge decreases over the entire wihg. Although the loading

inciremerint at. the trailinig sect.ion can make up this 1 oss, C::'vera1l1
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drag increases. For a fairing wing, since its inboard section is

sweptback and closes to the canard, therefore, it is strongly

influenced by the canard, and consequently, the suction peak. near

the leading edge in this area increases which makes up the loss at

the root section.

AI

(1 (3)

Fig. V.S Effect ,cf canard on pressure d.i~st~ri.butio..n o'-f
a maitn wing (Ma = 0.9,51 o6= 40.)

.K-'ey: (0) Aft s•wept, wing; (2") Po,,rward swept, ,wing; (..
canard; (.4) Wit~h,:-.,ut. canard; (S) Fairing wing•.

V. I-ift t. ,'f Car'iar, U~nder- MaFin' Wingl ]Influenc:.e

Figure I.E., s",:,ws the lift, ce'fficielt. ClI'VeS Under t..

,of d~i~ffere magin wings. IEt. clearly ioLlun rate. thk.t diftferernC .i of

each ml•na ainw interference on the ]Miat. cif t4he c0nrd. Th)e f al ri r,

Wilnig is the (Is) . t bwspt whe f,.-,wawd swept,swept wian ; the af-'. sweit

wing is the worst.t

wing i. the.wrst



Ci. 0 Mi~ta(1) M0-.I
S*. £iuSS(2) a

4 6

Fig. ~ ~ IF, ift 
I

Fig. 16 Lift of 'canard under different main wing influence.
Key: (1) Forward swept wing; (2) Aft swept wing; (:3) Fairing
wing.

VI. Conclusion

1."A forward swept. wing possesses less drag, especial the high

speed induced drag.

2. Under = small angle of attack, the littf-drag characteristi(:

of a forward swept wing is good. At a higher angle of attack:, th-e

early flow separation occurring at the inboard section limits the

im,,provement c:if a foirward swept wing performance. This e:,:p]airns the

importance cif inboard f low improivement for a fo-,rward swept wi",ng.

;D. Adding a fairing at. the inboard sectioin is an effective way

to improve the flowfield at the wing root which can increase the

enti-re. .if t-drag ratioi.
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4. Adopting the canard configuration can create better

interference effects for a forward swept wing than for an aft swept

wing. It is even better for a fairing wing.
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